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Few players will ever dominate a position the way Bruce Smith has mastered the defensive end spot for the Buffalo Bills. His speed and strength made him one of the most feared and respected players in the modern game. Routine teams double-if not former team winner Outland Trophy and Virginia
Tech Tech All-American. And, even if it's quick lightning, Smith isn't just an outside rush. It was so powerful, Minnesota Vikings karterback Warren Moon pointed out, that he can bulldozer over you. Advertising the first player selected in the 1985 NFL draft, Smith (born 1963) was the first Defensive
Weapons Bills since his rookie season. Named AFC Rookie of the Year by the NFL Players Association, he is the all-time-sack leader. A nine-time Pro Bowler, the 6'4, 273-liver was named the AFC Defensive Player of the Year five times. Most observers agree that the 1990s season was Smith's finest.
His 19 quarter sacks were second in the league, and more than once his dominant player changed the complex of a game. Against the New York Jets, he recorded two bags, defended a pass, and forced the two amateur. In Week 14, against the Indianapolis Colts, he sack quarters Jeff George four times
in the first 20 minutes of the game. And in Super Bowl XXV, he came up with one of the biggest players in the game when he sacked New York Giants quarters Jeff Hostetler in the end of the zone for a safety, giving the Bills a 12-3 lead. Even after 12 seasons, Smith remained devoted to preparing for an
opponent. At 34, he hasn't shown any signs of slowing down and still spends tremorous hours studying game film and working out of room at weight. An intense player, Smith will eventually have his focus shift from game-day preparation to the easiest task of preparing for his inevitable induction into the
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and not without justification – none of the existing cards are good enough anymore. If it must be data quality or user experience, they all still get it wrong too often to be acceptable, and that needs to change. Apple, for all the data aggregation, cleaning, and sanitization issues, gets a couple of the right
things. The surface, both pre- and post-iOS 7 is not only good looking, but it provides a good amount on behalf of only your next turn, but the turn after that. The voice directions also do a good job of keeping you informed about long stretches of roadways, and your advisers are staying left or heavy so you
are in the appropriate place for a spin sooner rather than too late. Unfortunately, while Apple Maps can often get you to the block you'll be, it tends to break when it comes to the exact place and enter it. Google Maps nails the data, but almost to a fault. It's less human. It will say you need to turn right
without warning you get right, or tell you to leave when there are three options left, and only get to the elaborate well after the proper one has to last. (And pushing you to think the data is perfect, today they told me to pull a u-turn on a dead-end road when I was actually in the middle of a 4-lie highway. This
only appeared after I finished the virtual die. On my way to View Hulk. yes.) Nokia Here map, TomTom, and everyone who licenses data from them all needs to do a better job not only with that data, but with presenting it in a more human way. Properly verified, always introduce places that don't just tell
you where to turn and how to get some places, but make sure you're in the right place to turn, and it helps you get there. Like far a lot of things, if I could somehow Apple and Google Maps back together, I'd get something approaching what I want – big data with great interface – but that's an option that no
longer exists. For now it's a race to see who can become more like the other, better, faster. The cards are tough, no doubt about it. But getting absolute loss. What's a reasonable level of accuracy? What's a reasonable level of experience? If you miss a turn, or get sent the wrong way, how many times too
often? We might earn a commission to purchase using our links. learn more. A picture is just awhile. We take them because time is running, and there are a few things we have to remember. Because they are important. Special. That's the case here. On the left is Senior Track Editor &amp; John
Krewson. On the right is Executive Editor Sam Smith. In the middle is Lotus 49 R2. The assembled parties in America circuit produced a feature for the 2013 issue of the magazine. This image is the essence of what Route &amp; Track represents. What we celebrate. And why we're excited about what we

all have in store for you. So follow along with Sam at @ThatSamSmith on Twitter. She shared photos and comments with the #RandTRevival hashtag. Go up now. There's more to come tomorrow. And sometime in April, you'll completely understand why it's so excited. This content is created and
maintained by a third party, and import on this page helps users assign their email addresses. You can find out more about this content and similar in piano.io in the mid-1850s, doctors and scientists knew there was Disorders called poisonous rampaging cholera in London, but were not sure how it was
transmitted. Dr John Snow used map and other techniques that would later be known as medical geography to confirm that the transmission occurred by water values contaminated or food. Four Snow's doctors in the 1854 cholera epidemic have saved tremorous lives. While we now know that this
poisonous cholera is spread by the Bacteria Vibrio Cholera, scientists in the early 19th century thought it was spread by miasma (bad air). Without knowing how an epidemic spreads, there is no way to stop it. When a cholera epidemic occurred, it was judged completely. Since cholera is an infection of
the small interstinct, it results in extreme diarrhea. This often leads to massive dehydration, which can create sunshine eyes and blue skin. Death can happen within hours. If given treatment quickly enough, the disease can be overcome by giving victims a lot of liquids, either by mouth or artery. In the
19th century, there were no cars or phones and thus getting quick treatment was often difficult. What London was someone figured out how this disease spreads deadly. While Cholera has existed in northern India for centuries (and it is from that region that regular outbreaks are spread) it has outreaks
the London cholera that has brought cholera to the attention of British doctor Dr John Snow. In a 1849 cholera in London, a large proportion of victims received their water from two water companies. Both of these water companies had the source of their water on the Thames River, just down from a dig
outlet. Despite this coincidence, the belief in most of the time was that it was bad when that was what caused their death. Dr Snow felt a different way, believing that the disease was caused by something interesting. He wrote his theory in the essence: In Cholera Communication Mode, but neither the
public nor his comrades were convinced. When another cholera outbreak hit the Soho area of London in 1854, Dr Snow found a way to test his ingestion theory. Dr Snow has drawn distribution of the killings in London on a map. It was determined that a high number of fatalities took place near a water
pump on Broadwick Street (now Broadwick Street). The snow led him to the petition of the local authorities to remove the pump handle. This was done with the number of cholera deaths has been dramatically reduced. The pump was contaminated by a dirty diapers that shed cholera's bacteria into the
water supply. Although we know how cholera is spread and have found a way to treat patients who have it, cholera is still a very dangerous disease. Striking quickly, many people with cholera don't realize how dire their situation is until it is too late. Also, new inventions such as airlines have been addicted
to the spread of let it surface in parts of the world where cholera was otherwise eligible. According to the World Health Organization, there are up to 4.3 million cases of cholera each year, with approximately 142,000 deaths. The work of Dr Snow stands out as one of the most popular and early cases of
medical geography, where geography and maps are used to understand the spread of disease. Today, especially medical geography coaches and routine medical practitioners use maps and advanced technologies to understand the dissemination and spread of diseases such as AIDS and cancer. A map
isn't just an effective tool for finding the right place, it can also save a life. A bold gold 9 highlighted the glass doors in this store Paul Smith in the Mayfair neighborhood in West London. Inside, the store has an electrical-like museum evoked by a wide range of furniture, paint furniture and object d'art
d'cleaning from across the globe by Smith himself. Wares are arranged to show kirky that can feature antique buttons falling across a glass-top table and a base that resembles a large number of white jack players. The inventory includes original, untacted pieces as well as updated objects with
idiosyncratic handling reflecting the usage of Paul Smith's brand of color and patterns. Model.
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